Abstract-The problem of phase synchronization for a population of genetic oscillators (circadian clocks, synthetic oscillators, etc.) is considered in this paper, taking into account a cell division process and a common entrainment input in the population. The proposed analysis approach is based on the Phase Response Curve (PRC) model of an oscillator (the first order reduced model obtained for the linearized system and inputs with infinitesimal amplitude). The occurrence of cell division introduces state resetting in the model, placing it in the class of hybrid systems. It is shown that without common entraining input in all oscillators, the cell division acts as a disturbance causing phase drift, while the presence of entrainment guarantees boundedness of synchronization phase errors in the population. The performance of the obtained solutions is demonstrated via computer experiments for two different models of circadian/genetic oscillators (Neurospora's circadian oscillation model and the repressilator).
I. INTRODUCTION
The interest in the analysis and synthesis of genetic oscillators is continuously growing these last decades [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . Any periodic oscillation is characterized by its frequency (or frequency spectrum), phase and amplitude. The amplitude and frequency are mainly governed by external stimulus applied to oscillators, a phenomenon called entrainment [5] , [6] , while the phase value is dependent on properties of the oscillator and characteristics of entrainment. This phase feature has attracted the attention of many researchers and in particular, the phase synchronization phenomenon studies are very popular [5] , [6] . Phase synchronization is frequently observed in networks of oscillators, like a colony of the smallest free-living eukaryotes [7] , the mammalian circadian pacemaker neural network [8] , [9] or networks of neural oscillators [10] , [3] , [11] , to mention a few. Controlled phase resetting has been studied in [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] and for a population of oscillators in [16] .
A simple but effective approach for analysis of phase resetting and dynamics for a single oscillator is based on PRC [17] , [18] , [5] , [19] . The PRC map is calculated for the system linearized around the limit cycle and inputs with small amplitudes. If the entraining input is a series of pulses, then a Poincaré phase map based on PRC can be calculated to predict the phase behavior [5] . Such a reduced phase model has been used in [14] , [16] for pulse amplitude and timing calculation for a controlled phase resetting.
Another interesting problem that has emerged recently in [20] , deals with the influence of cell division on the behavior of genetic oscillators. It has been observed that oscillations persist across cell divisions in Repressilator [21] , similarly for circadian oscillations in cyanobacteria cells [22] . In [23] , the persistence of circadian oscillations in culture fibroblasts under cell division has been demonstrated, and it has been noted that cell division can shift the phase in circadian cycle. A rapid phase decorrelation between daughter cells has been remarked in [24] for oscillations in the p53/Mdm2 system. Since cell division introduces a discontinuity in the oscillator dynamics (that is usually described by a system of nonlinear differential equations), then the analysis of division influence leads to the study of a hybrid or impulsive nonlinear oscillating system, which is a rather complicated problem [25] , [26] . In [20] , this problem has been investigated using a stochastic simulation approach, and in [27] , the geometric phase approach has been adopted from quantum mechanics.
The goal of the present work is to analyze the phase behavior and synchronization under cell division in genetic oscillators using PRC formalism. A motivating example given by a simple biological model of circadian oscillations in Neurospora, is studied in Section II. The analysis of cell division influence on the phase dynamics is presented in Section III. An illustration by simulations of the obtained results is given in Section IV. General results about phase dynamics are summarized in the Appendix.
II. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
Let us consider a simple biological model of circadian oscillations in Neurospora in the following form [28] :
where M (t), F c (t) and F N (t) are the concentrations (defined with respect to the total cell volume) of the frqmRNA, the cytosolic and nuclear forms of FRQ, respectively. The parameter v s defines the rate of frq transcription (this parameter increases in the light phase) while the influence of light (the external entraining input in the model (1)) is denoted by u(t) ≥ 0. A description of the other parameters appearing in these equations can be found in [28] . The following values of parameters are proposed there:
For all these values, the system (1) for u(t) = 0 has single unstable equilibrium and globally attractive limit cycle that represents a rhythmic behavior of the circadian rhythm in Neurospora with a period T > 0. It is a continuous-time dynamical system that for any initial conditions M (0) > 0, F C (0) > 0 and F N (0) > 0 has a continuous positive solution for all t ≥ 0. To model the cell division in (1), it is necessary to introduce an increasing series of time instants t k > 0, k = 1, 2, . . . with a division at each t k . During the division, the state variables are resetted [20] , i.e. M (t
The cell division cycle can be larger than the period of oscillations T [27] or similar, as in proliferating human cells [29] (where the circadian clock is a major synchronizing factor, which orchestrates daily rhythms regulating the cell division cycle), or two times faster as in cyanobacteria [30] .
have been selected around 0.5 in [20] (for the Goodwin model), but in [31] it has been observed in vivo that concentrations do not jump significantly after cell division. In the present work, we will accept the latter hypothesis taking λ
The modeling of such a hybrid oscillator corresponds to a mother cell in the population, then after each division the daughter cells have a similar dynamics and forthcoming divisions augmenting the population. It is assumed that division instants t k for each cell are different, then the phase synchronization behavior in a population (assuming that there is no interconnection between cells) can be analyzed using (1) . If the phase converges to a steady-state in this hybrid system under some conditions, then the population will be phase synchronized in some sense.
Taking the previously mentioned parameter values and v s = 1.11, the period of the autonomous oscillation of (1) is obtained as T = 19.25 min. For these values of parameters and for the case u(t) = 0 and
.30T ] is a uniformly distributed random variable, the results of the Neurospora's circadian oscillation model simulation for the same initial conditions and different realizations of υ k for 4 different cells undergoing divisions can be seen in Fig. 2 . As we can conclude from these results the phase is diverging as it has been noted in [23] , [24] and in some experiments of [20] . Next, by taking u(t) = max {0, 0.2 sin(ωt)} as the common external entraining input and repeating the same experiments, the results are given in Fig. 1 . From Fig. 1 , it is evident that the oscillations converge to a common entrained mode.
In this paper, we will try to find conditions providing both these two types of phase behavior using the PRC phase model for small inputs. This Section begins with the introduction of the formalized problem statement. Next, the reduced PRC model is introduced and the phase synchronization analysis is presented.
Details of the standard procedure for a phase model derivation for an oscillator can be found in [5] , [6] , [16] and they are briefly summarized in the Appendix.
A. Problem statement
Let us consider a population of N > 0 cells (genetic oscillators) with s = 1, 2, . . . , N :
n is the state (concentrations of different products) of the s th cell and the input u(t) is a periodical train of pulses
with a pulse w(t), w(t) = 0 for all t ≥ T or t ≤ 0, sup 0≤t≤T |w(t)| ≤ W < +∞ and T < T where T > 0 is the period of u; t s,0 = 0 and t s,k , k ≥ 0 is a strictly increasing sequence of impulses (discontinuous jumps in (2)) for all
for some ε > 0 sufficiently small. The periodical input u(t) models the common entrainment for all cells and the discontinuities at instants t s,k , k ≥ 1 represent the cell division, the diagonal matrix Λ s,k,n determines changes in the state vector (in concentrations) after division. The instants of division t s,k and the concentration changes Λ s,k,n may be different for each cell. Remark 1. Note that, formally, at each t s,k , k ≥ 1, the population should be augmented by a daughter cell, that has dynamics similar to mother one. Then, the number N is continuously growing. In the present work, we will consider a fixed size of the population N , since as it will be shown below (and due to similarity of dynamics for newborn cells and initial conditions), the problem of phase synchronization can be analyzed using the model even for a single cell.
It is necessary to establish conditions (restrictions on f s , u and t s,k or Λ s,k,n ) under which there exists a synchronization phenomenon in the cell population (2).
B. Reduced phase model under cell division
The presence of divisions can be alternatively modeled by an additional impulsion input:
) and I ns is the identity matrix of dimension n s , s = 1, 2, . . . , N . s . This assumption says if there is no entrainment u and cell division, then each cell in the population is an oscillator with the limit cycle in Γ s and period T s . Under Assumption 1 and using the theory presented in Appendix, for each cell in (2) it is possible to define its asymptotic phase θ s ∈ [0, 2π). Under additional restrictions that ε and W are sufficiently small, we can design a phase dynamical model of (2) in some vicinity of Γ s as in Appendix. Since the model derived in (11) is based on the first order approximation and in the system (3) there are two inputs (u and the train of impulses), by superposition principle, eq. (11) takes the form in this case for s = 1, 2, . . . , N :
where
xs=γs(t+θs,0ω 
assumption that the perturbed trajectory with u = 0 and Λ s,k,ns = I ns stays close to that one [16] . Since such a closeness assumption is rather restrictive and may be invalid on a sufficiently long time interval (the excited trajectory can belong to a small vicinity of Γ s for sufficiently small ε and W , but moving away from γ s (t+θ s,0 ω −1 s ) due to a phase shift induced by external inputs), then it is better to recalculate the phase of base trajectory γ s (t + θ s,0 ω −1 s ) after a period T, for example (that is the idea of Poincaré phase map approach [5] ). In this case, by recurrent integration of (4) (similarly as for (12)) the phase shift over the interval [iT, (i + 1)T] can be evaluated as follows: Remark 2. Formally, the set K s,i can be decomposed on two parts: 
The difference with respect to (12) is that the perturbation caused by cell division appears nonlinearly in the last model. For brevity of consideration only the case of (12) is studied below.
C. Phase synchronization
The model (5) for each s = 1, 2, . . . , N is a scalar nonlinear integrator-like discrete-time system (that is a considerable advantage with respect to (2)) with the state θ s,i and external input ω s (T−T s )+∆ s,i , where the constant part represents the influence of entrainment and ∆ s,i is the perturbation originated by cell division.
Assume that there is no common entrainment and u(t) = 0, then the model (5) can be simplified to a pure integrator of the input T∆ −1 s,i , which is an average influence of pulses other interval [iT, (i + 1)T]:
If ∆ s,i are different for each s = 1, 2, . . . , N and have not a zero mean, then the phase θ s,i will be drifting in a unique manner for each s = 1, 2, . . . , N . Thus, there is no phase synchronization. This is the case presented in Fig. 2 of Section II and also observed in [24] , [23] .
Therefore, the synchronous properties of (5) depend critically on the nonlinear function PRC s . In this work, as in [13] , [14] , [16] , we assume that the PRC map has particular properties (it is similar to type II PRC from [32]).
Assumption 2. For all s = 1, 2, . . . , N , the map PRC s is continuously differentiable and there exist 0 < β s ≤ 1 and
Obviously, for ∆ s,i = 0 (no cell division), θ 0 s corresponds to a stable equilibrium of the system (5) 
Proof. Taking into account definition of θ 0 s , the model (5) can be rewritten as follows:
Using the Mean value theorem (PRC s is continuously differentiable by Assumption 2), we obtain:
≤ −β s provided that |e s,i | ≤ Θ s . Then taking Lyapunov function V (e) = |e| we have: 
Proof. If Assumption 1 holds and ε, W are sufficiently small, then the results presented in Section V imply that a first order approximation of (2) can be used for analysis of the population behavior, and the reduced PRC model (5) can be derived for each s = 1, 2, . . . , N . Next, since all conditions of Lemma 3 are satisfied, then the relations (6) are valid for all s = 1, 2, . . . , N . Consider the phase difference θ s1,i − θ s2,i of any two oscillators with 1 ≤ s 1 = s 2 ≤ N . Since
as required.
This theorem establishes phase-lock behavior in the population (2), which may be composed by different cells. If all cells are identical, then the following synchronization conditions can be obtained. 
is the average phase of the population.
Proof. The result follows from Lemma 3 and Theorem 4 under assumption that all PRC s are identical. If there is no cell division, then
and we recover a well-known result on phase synchronization under a periodical entrainment [5] , [16] .
IV. EXAMPLE
Let us illustrate the theoretical findings obtained in the previous Section.
A. Circadian oscillations in Neurospora
Consider a population of circadian oscillators in Neurospora Simulated phase behavior of (1) is shown in Fig. 4 by the blue curve (the phase value was computed by finding the closest point on the limit cycle at instants iT for i ≥ 0 and by assigning the phase of that point as θ i ). The values of phase obtained by the model (12) are presented in the same figure by the red curve. As we can see, both curves are very close and that confirms all theoretical developments presented in this work, and phase asymptotically converges to a vicinity of θ 0 , then synchronization of phase would be observed for a population of circadian oscillators of Neurospora (2) as in [20] for the Godwin model. 
B. The Repressilator
The repressilator [21] is a very simple genetic oscillator consisting of three genes, which can be modeled as below [20] :Ṁ
where the variables M i (t) and P i (t) (with i = 1, 2, 3) represent the concentrations of mRNA and protein of the three components of the repressilator respectively and u(t) ≥ 0 represents the external entraining input. Details about other parameters of the model can be found in [20] . We will consider the following values for (7): α 1 = 1, α 0 = 0.01, K = 1, n = 2 and δ = β = γ = 0.1. With these values, this model has a single equilibrium and one limit cycle and the period of autonomous oscillation is obtained as T = 116.6 minutes. Now, let us consider a population of identical repressilators with the previously mentioned parameters. The Assumption 1 is satisfied for T s = T = 116.6 min ω = 2πT Simulated phase behavior of (7) is shown in Fig. 6 by the blue curve (the phase value was computed by finding the closest point on the limit cycle at instants iT for i ≥ 0 and (7) by assigning the phase of that point as θ i ). The values of phase obtained by the model (12) are presented in the same figure by the red curve. As we can see, both curves are very close and that confirms all theoretical developments presented in this work, and phase asymptotically converges to a vicinity of θ 0 , then synchronization of phase would be observed for a population of repressilator model (2) as in [20] .
V. CONCLUSION
The influence of cell division on the dynamics of a population of genetic oscillators is analyzed. As it has been observed in vivo [24] , [21] , [22] , [23] , oscillations in cells are frequently quite resilient to cell division. Recently, this phenomenon has been analyzed by a stochastic simulation in [20] , where phase synchronization in the population has been observed. In the present work (modeling cell division by impulses places the dynamics of population in the class of hybrid systems), analytical conditions are established of phase synchronization applying PRC model approach for small inputs. The results are illustrated by numerical experiments with two different circadian/genetic oscillator models.
